
BUSINESS PLAN CAR RENTAL BUSINESS

Are you about starting a car rental business? If YES, here's a complete sample exotic car rental business plan template
& feasibility report you can use for FREE .

Those on this list include; Business Executives. Doe has more than 10 years of experience in the automotive
industry. Some of the ordinary customers are leisure and business travelers, businesses, and the ones who need
vehicles. Cash Credit 6. Whatever business you decide to launch, it needs to stand out from the competition.
Price: Carvenience offers its customers car rental packages at a competitive price without compromising on
quality or sacrificing company profits. It is very vital to detect the major risk areas in the business model,
which could divert its way to profitability. We will carefully establish prices so that they do not seem too high,
while at the same time allowing us to obtain our business goals. Once you are through setting up your business
and the legal, financial and insurance activities involved in the business, you need to decide how you would
run your daily activities in the business. Below is an overview of the marketing strategies and objectives of the
Car Rental Agency. Quality service in terms of time, cost and comfort 2. Obtain all the necessary licenses and
permits â€” It is because failing to obtain all the necessary licenses and permits can cause excessive fines or
even cause the shutdown of your business. This is because a lot of people still love to drive themselves around
even after flying to another city and leaving their cars in their cities of residence. Register a Business Name
The first thing to do is to register a business name. Below is a description of how the business intends to
market its services to the general public. This section of the business plan for a car rental company needs
proper planning. Doe intends on using a number of marketing strategies that will allow the Car Rental Agency
to easily target tourists and business travelers coming to the target market. Each car is thoroughly cleaned
before every trip so that customers get a perfect car. All the papers and document has been duly signed and
submitted, the loan has been approved and any moment from now our account will be credited. The business
will also recognize revenues from the sale of insurance services and gasoline charges to customers. Doe may
seek to sell the business to a third party for a significant earnings multiple. Our chauffeurs are uniformed, well
behaved, equipped with mobile phone ,well versed with the topography of the city and understand and speak
English, Hindi and Marathi. A business plan will also help you know what equipment you need to start a car
rental business and the state of your finances and assets you need to start the business. For Carvenience
customers satisfaction is at highest priority no matter who they are. All kinds of parties express their interest in
car rentals. It can quickly become confusing what vehicles are due out and in, and managing your invoices is
often a nightmare. If this approach is taken, what will be Mr. They usually dont prefer to have their own cars
for all the executives. Proximity of location near to airports, and other corporate houses. As mentioned above,
despite the currently high gasoline prices, the industry will continue to remain profitable as business travelers
will continue to require rented vehicles during their business trips. Carvenience welcomes all corporate clients
with excellent rates, superb quality, and service you can count on each and every visit. Market Analysis
Market Trends In the last five years, innovations in technology have gained a very prominent place in the car
rental service industry. We are also in this industry for the purpose of meeting needs as well as making a
difference in this industry. Carvenience also has round the clock facilities to meet the requirements of the
customer. Apart from your own car rental insurance premium which you will need to pay to your insurance
broker, you can also choose to sell insurance to your customers too. Good for you. Most likely, the Company
will hire a qualified business broker to sell the business on behalf of the Car Rental Agency. Introduction A
car rental business simply rents vehicles on a daily and weekly basis at an affordable price.


